Impedance Matching of Humans ⇔ Machines in High-Q Information Retrieval Systems
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Abstract—Treating the information retrieval (IR) task as one of classification has been shown to be the most effective way to achieve high performance. In real-world Systems, a human is the ultimate determinant of relevance and must be integrated symbiotically into the control structures. We report on a hybrid, Human-Assisted Computer Classification system that opportunistically pairs processes of Active Learning and User Modeling to produce a high-Q computational engine. Top-down human goals are impedance-matched with bottom-up corpus analysis utilizing critical control loops. The System contributions of humans and machines as ‘Proxy,’ ‘Assessor,’ and ‘Classifier’ elements are blended through inter-related ‘Model,’ ‘Match,’ and ‘Measure’ processes (M³) to achieve consistently high precision IR with high recall. We report results for over a dozen topics, with confirmation of internal measures from topic 103 of the 2008 TREC legal track’s interactive task.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The challenge of any information retrieval (IR) system is to return a result that meets the goals of the User. In the ubiquitous paradigm of what is now regarded as ‘Google search,’ the IR task is one of providing the User with a few highly precise results. In such cases, the User goal may be to inform shopping, traveling, referencing, and other tasks where a handful of relevant documents is sufficient to achieve high system performance. A distinctly different challenge is when the User desires retrieval of all relevant documents and only documents that are relevant. Such cases are dominant in situations such as regulatory compliance, litigation, records retention, and business mergers/acquisitions. In this paper, we address the challenge of developing a System where retrieving everything of relevance is required by the User. The classic measure of performance for such a system is the requirement for high Recall (R) with high Precision (P) (herein referred to as “high-R&P”) [1].

When the User requires all documents that are relevant to her need, the well-known system trade-off between P and R [2] produces an inaccurate result. Common search tools of all kinds either do not retrieve the bulk of relevant information (i.e., low R) or retrieve such a large number of irrelevant documents that relevant ones are only a small fraction of the output (i.e., low P: low signal-to-noise.) What is required is a System with high selectivity that can exhaustively identify documents meeting the User’s goals. Such an automated system can only be developed by capturing and controlling the critical information flows among the human and computational agents. ‘Consumer search’ technologies and processes, no matter how ‘advanced,’ do not and cannot produce such a high-Q System.

Treating the IR task as one of classification has been shown to be the most effective way to achieve high performance [3]. All efforts to date to leverage these computational methods have assumed that the User will make final assessments of relevance from the output of the classification algorithm. Even if users could make perfect judgments, in most situations the sheer document volume makes it infeasible technically and economically to achieve high-P with high-R output. Thus the focus for a classification system must be to capture User intent effectively so that no further human intervention is necessary to achieve highly accurate document assessments. The challenge is one of impedance-matching human intentionality with algorithmic performance. By identifying actors (wo/man & machine,) enabling information flows, and controlling iterative processes, we achieve the first replicable, scalable IR System for high-P with high-R.

II. INFORMATION FLOWS

An IR System is one that produces an output that achieves a User’s information goals when confronted with an input corpus. Given the resource constraints, knowledge transfer challenges, and human inconsistency, a high-R&P System cannot rely on human assessment as the final actor producing information output. Accuracy can only be achieved if User Goals are effectively represented in the control structures employed to train a highly selective computational classifier. We find that the most effective and efficient way to meet this requirement is to separate the information flows among 3 System elements: Proxy, Assessor, and Classifier. The functions of the first two are accomplished by humans while...
the third element must be computational in order to achieve consistency during the course of exhaustive relevance identification. System elements, information flows, and control processes are depicted in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. The M^3 processes (rectangles) and information flows (arrows) of a System that achieves a User’s retrieval objectives by providing relevant Output from a document Corpus with high Recall and high Precision.

A. User

The information goal of the User is always critical to successful IR. In ‘consumer search,’ where extremely high P with negligible R is the objective, the system is optimized to present candidate results to the User so she can make the final output selection because her goal is typically articulated through a single brief query of only a few words. Such a system does not attempt to model a User’s intent; rather it relies on accumulated human judgment reflected in selections from innumerable like-queries (e.g., click-throughs) and other post-facto user indications such as PageRank™ analysis of webpage hyperlink structures [4]. High R&P tasks require detailed specification and iterative testing of user goals if an automated Classifier is to be trained for acceptable accuracy. Users are almost never IR experts and the state of technology is such that systems cannot adequately capture intent and iteratively improve performance in an efficient or effective manner with Users. We employ two separate roles of Proxy and Assessor to accomplish this impedance-Match of User goals with Classifier feature definition.

B. Proxy

User information during System development flows through a Proxy. This person is responsible for Modeling User goals and serving as User surrogate during development. Among other tasks, the Proxy brings expertise in questionnaire development, interviewing skills, experience with measurement protocols, and the behavior of the classification technology required to perform the Modeling process. The Proxy must reify the explicit User objective in much the same way that legal coding manuals are created for document reviewers [5]. However, the Modeling can be much more extensive when machines identify relevant documents rather than humans. The System benefits greatly from the Proxy eliciting tacit [6] ‘know-how’ from the User in addition to the traditional ‘know-what’ [7]. Indeed expert Proxies are individuals who use ambiguous exemplar documents to elucidate critical distinctions of relevance for the Classifier to be trained to identify.

C. Assessor

The Proxy does not work directly with the Classifier or document Corpus. This role is assigned to an Assessor who conducts detailed Corpus analysis, Classifier tuning, and measurement of System performance. One could say that the traditional knowledge engineer, who builds an expert systems, combine the roles of both Proxy and Assessor. Separating these information flows enables exploitation of distinctly different control loops during development. While the Proxy serves as surrogate for the User, the Assessor conducts the Measurement process and represents the machine (i.e., classification engine) in the processes discussed in the next section.

D. Classifier

For the purposes of this paper, the information flow, performance measurement, and evaluation of Classifier accuracy is of primary concern rather than technological details of the software employed. From a control-system perspective, computational Classifiers can be engineered to be considerably more comprehensive to discriminating document features than humans simply because the massive numbers of features that can be evaluated by machines. While any individual document characteristic can be analyzed more acutely by humans, the inherent limitation of our brains to sifting for 10 or fewer elements with 5 or less states disadvantages us from effective evaluation of the corpus even if we could be totally consistent among documents and with others assessments. We have found that the detailed Classifier methodology is less critical to accuracy than properly measuring Classifier performance and adjusting the control parameters to improve impedance Matching of the User Model to the Classifier.

III. CONTROL PROCESSES

Development of a high-Q System that encompasses the ensemble of information flows in Fig. 1 is equivalent to human-mediated symbiotic theory formation [8, 9] that encodes User IR goals into selective Classification features. Indeed relevance discrimination can be successfully modeled as
“iterative learning-loop complexes” [10]. The three interrelated processes that successfully leverage information flows in high-R&P Systems are referred to as M3: Model, Match, and Measure.

A. Model
Relevance criteria must be established as a critical initial step in Modeling User goals. As noted, the Proxy’s primary responsibility is to work with the User and the Assessor to produce a Model that can be richly represented by the Classifier. Detailed aspects of this process are discussed in other work [11].

B. Match
The Assessor’s primary responsibility is to impedance Match the User Model developed by the Proxy with the Corpus so that the Classifier provides high-Q IR performance. Such a high-R&P System relies on the development of a symbiotic relationship between the top-down objectives of the User with the bottom-up characteristics of the Corpus. Such a process successfully explains over a decade of research into the sensemaking practices of intelligence analysts [12]. Crucial elements of process include detailed Corpus sampling and analysis, feature extraction, and sample testing.

C. Measure
Statistically valid measurements are required to achieve the impedance Matching discussed above. Therefore, it is the Assessor’s responsibility to provide primary guidance to the Measurement process. Beyond providing proof of overall systems performance, measurements can be used to characterize the typicality of documents used as exemplars for User feedback. Of course measurements are also central to insuring that samples are representative of the Corpus and that relevance consistency is achieved. Without in-process measures, the validity of the Output meeting User objectives is pure speculation. While this may seem obvious, it is surprising that commercial IR ‘accuracy’ claims are often made without any valid, quantitative measures and that User’s do not seek to understand estimated recall for highly precise Outputs.

IV. RESULTS
Independent studies, where IR assessment protocols have been established by community consensus, are the best indicators of system effectiveness. The most comprehensive effort for high-R&P systems is the interactive task of NIST’s Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) Legal Track [13].

A. System Performance
The results for one of the 3 tasks (T103) of the 2008 evaluation is reproduced in Fig. 2 [14]. While only four teams participated in this inaugural effort, this year’s participation involves many more institutions, both academic and commercial. The salient feature of these results is that a proof point now exists that high recall with high precision is possible. All prior TREC tracks have been strictly precision oriented, so it is necessary to establish foundational collections, tasks, and evaluations for this high-R&P systems.

All systems achieve high P, but the only system that also attains high R is the one that assessed relevance in a fully automated approach with impedance matching of user goals rather than human assessment of the final results.

Two other independent studies provide important confirmation of System performance in this evaluation of approaches to high-R&P IR. Firstly, the most extensive controlled study of User classification efficacy is the 1985 research of Blair and Maron [15]. They instructed attorneys to review a corpus of just under 40,000 documents (consisting of about 350,000 pages) until they were confident that they had retrieved 75% of the relevant documents. While 79% of the documents were determined by independent measurement to be relevant, the text-retrieval ‘system’ that used computation to assist users actually retrieved less than 20% of the documents relevant to a particular search. This result is fully in line with the 3 data points in Fig. 2 indicating that not much has changed in computer-assisted human assessment performance even though the machine’s technology has certainly employed algorithms and methods of much greater sophistication and complexity than used nearly a quarter century ago.

Kershaw conducted an independent study in 2005 of the human-assisted computer assessment System depicted in Fig. 1 [16]. 48,000 documents (230,000 pages) were assessed for relevance to three different topics by the machine classifier trained according to the M3 processes discussed above. On average a cross the three topics, the impedance-matched high-Q System retrieved more than 95% of the relevant documents correctly with a precision of about 82%. This is in line with the TREC result for corresponding approach labeled ‘H5’ in Fig. 2.

It is important to establish that internal relevance measures employed in control loop development are valid indicators of
System performance. Table I. shows that our internal measurements are identical to TREC’s independent evaluation within the limits of the Confidence Intervals (CI) [17].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th></th>
<th>Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Est.</td>
<td>CI</td>
<td>Est.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TREC</td>
<td>0.624</td>
<td>(0.579,0.668)</td>
<td>0.810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>0.687</td>
<td>(0.645,0.730)</td>
<td>0.823</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a. 95% Confidence Interval (CI)  b. 90% CI)

Table I. Final Results for Topic 103 of the Interactive Task of the 2008 TREC Legal Track. (These data differ from the TREC final evaluation in Fig. 2 because they are both pre-adjudicated and not corrected for OCR errors.)

B. System Development

Employing $M^3$ processes to information flows in an impedance-matched high-Q System improves performance, enables responsiveness to changing requirements during development, and reduces uncertainty of the relevance assessments. Fig. 3 provides the evolution of performance measures during development of the ‘H5’ System for the TREC evaluation.

Figure 3. Internal measures of Precision, Recall, and Yield during System development of the ‘H5’ System for topic T103 of the interactive task of the 2008 TREC Legal track. Note that these data differ from the final result in Fig. 2 because they are both pre-adjudicated and not corrected for OCR errors.

P, R, and Yield improve during System development, with tuning of each characteristics possible even though there are clear parametric interactions. As P and R were improved from weeks 2 through 5, the yield of relevant documents was reduced. Before the next iterative cycle of Match and Measure, the User (called the ‘Topic Authority’ by TREC) made changes to the assessments of relevant documents based on reconsideration of ambiguous exemplars that were presented during the Top-Down $\Rightarrow$ Bottom-Up impedance Matching. This is precisely the iterative behavior seen in multiple sense-making loops employed by intelligence analysts [12]. It indicates the importance of understanding the information flows and control loops that invariably must be adjusted during the course of development. In this case, the Proxy had to alter the User Model after week 5 thereby requiring the Assessor to re-train the classifier. The Assessor’s performance Measure and resulting feature adjustment for the new characteristics of the User Model enabled recovery of high selectivity. With a TREC established deadline at week 8, the final iterations focused on yield improvement while the accumulated sampling statistics led to reduced uncertainty for both P and especially R estimates.

Initial automated Classifier performance is often no better than for approaches (including final human-assessment) that do not impedance Match top-down User Models with a plethora of bottom-up Corpus features. However, the type of controlled performance improvement demonstrated for TREC topic 103 (Fig. 3) is achievable consistently as shown in Fig. 4 for 12 topics to which $M^3$ processes were employed [18].

Figure 4. Sampled Corpus tests during high-R&P System development for 12 topics. Each topic is a different symbol (and color.) Retrieval performance for all topics moves through time from left to right. This chart is reproduced from Fig. 3 of Ref. [18].

The temporal mean for the 12 topics in Fig. 4 (i.e., black line from P~93% @ R~18% to P~85% @ R~80%) is typical for Classifier development that employs the impedance-matching, high-Q architecture in Fig. 1. Comparison between these evolutions with that depicted in Fig. 3 demonstrates a consistent ability to achieve controllably high-R&P performance.
V. CONCLUSION

We report the achievement of a replicable, scalable high-R&P IR System by capturing and controlling necessary information flows between human and machine elements. The prevailing practice for attempting to achieve high-R&P Systems uses humans as the final Assessors of Classifier results to produce IR Output. Such an approach has never been demonstrated to work with any rigorous testing protocol. This should not be surprising considering the inaccuracies of transferring goals of the User with enough specificity and consistency to surrogates. Indeed practitioners widely report inconsistency in assessments among surrogates and drifts in quality over the course of an assessment period. Such approaches are inherently incapable of adjusting to evolution in the User’s explicit understanding of her goal during the course of an IR task.

Contrary to such prevailing approaches, we have shown that Proxies and Assessors can leverage information loops to adapt an automated Classifier to evolutionary IR realities. Proxies are necessary to accurately Model User goals and interact with Assessors, who impedance-Match the User’s IR requirements to Classifier technologies. Rigorous Measurement and iterative, active learning loops provide sufficient control for achieving High-Q, selective output of relevant documents from a Corpus.

Perhaps future ontological-based platforms, with intuitive, interactive user interfaces, will be developed wherein users can efficiently and effectively input their goals, and iterative assessment with course-correction will be mechanistically performed to train a computer classifier. In the meantime, this paper outlines an independently validated approach to developing an IR System for high P with high R. The high-performance results reported for 16 topics in three corpora employed three agents (2 wo/man & 1 machine,) who participated in three iterative, inter-related M^3 processes. This architecture enables adaptation to and control of information flows that produces an Output that achieves a User’s retrieval goals when confronted with an input Corpus.
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